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SEP2 Health Check Service
SEP2 health checks have been designed from the ground up 
by our experts in the field. We aim to ensure your Check Point 
environment is configured optimally within the underlying 
Operating System. We verify that the Check Point software settings 
are locked down to the recommended vendor security best 
practices, whilst delivering an optimally configured security policy. 
This allows you to get the most from your Check Point hardware 
and software services.

We are proven experts with our knowledge of Check Point 
hardware and software platforms. We take a deep dive under the 
hood to investigate issues and symptoms not always presented 
with the user-friendly GUI interfaces.

The Three Stages 

All health check customers receive stage 1 and stage 2 as default 
with all devices under scope being reviewed to collect information 
and statistics. These are then analysed and delivered as an 
individual report per system to you. The health check results are 
presented using the familiar traffic light system, red, yellow, and 
green, keeping the results quick and simple with additional details 
added for those that need to know.

SEP2 will present the results of the report at a time convenient for 
you. We discuss any suggestions or recommendations leading into 
next step remediation plans, allowing you to get your Check Point 
estate secured and optimised as fast as possible.

Stage 3 will be individual to your organisations needs and wants. 
SEP2 can be involved hands on with the remediation through our 
Wingman Service, or through a dedicated Professional Services 
engagement. Alternatively, stage 3 can be managed in-house, 
simply using SEP2 Support Services as an information source to 
discuss the planned activities, seeking any further guidance and 
advice as required.

1. Review 2. Report 3. Remediation



“We have dealt with various Check Point partners in the past, and 
our best experience has been with SEP2. I have nothing but good 
things to say about the service provided by SEP2.”

ICT Technical Project Officer
Newark and Sherwood District Council

Who are SEP2? 

Customer Feedback

SEP2 are an award-winning cyber-security specialist.

We align ourselves with world-class cyber-security vendors, whose 
solutions cannot be bettered. However, only by supporting our 
customers with the very best engineers, analysis and consultants 
can we get the best out of these solutions.

This is why we say: SEP2 offer a tech-driven service powered by 
passionate and honest people.

We are here to beat the bad guys. We’re here for good.

AT A GLANCE

Our Accreditations
SEP2 has achieved certification to the International 
Standards Organisation (ISO) 27001 framework for 
Information Security Standard.

Being certified to the ISO27001 standard proves that 
SEP2 take information security seriously and can be 
trusted to handle their own and their customer data 
securely.

As well as achieving the highest level of vendor 
specific certification and accreditations, SEP2 also 
recognise the importance of industry certifications 
and standards such as (ISC)2 Certified Information 
Security Systems Professional (CISSP), and have 
many staff certified at this level.

· Check Point Five Star 
  Partner 
· Three Check Point Certified
  Master - Elites
· Nine Check Point Certified
  Masters
· Active partner of Check 
  for over six years
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